LEG 9 MARSEILLES TO BARCELONA
August 23 to September 4 2013
ILSE DU FRIOUL
We spent three lazy days on Ilse du Frioul waiting for a Mistral to blow itself out. They say it
normally takes about three days and this time it was behaving as normal. The Gulf de Lion is no
place to be sailing when the Mistral is blowing.
Storm clouds gather in the west of Gulf de Lion,
a sure signal to hurry to a safe port and wait for
the Mistral to blow out .

The Mistral arrives. The waves pile up and the
winds gust in an irregular fashion from NW to N.

The Ilse du Friuol takes a pounding from the
Mistral. Only small plants and shrubs survive on
the rocky shores.

Rambling around the ancient blasted stones of the Isles de Frioul was an interesting place to
wait as we stumbled over bits of the quarantine history.

This is the old harbor that sheltered ships from
afar. During the plagues crew and passengers
were quarantined on the island.

Small salt loving flowers can survive the harsh
climate.

From an era long before plastic bouys .

Limestone and salt to feed the roots!

They also say this was the setting for the Count
of Monte Cristo. The Chateau d’ If guards Frioul
and the approach to Marseilles.

The Frioul Islands are very convenient to Marseilles so we could make short trips for supplies
explore the beautiful city and check out the amazing bouillabaisse and moules (mussles). The
ferries are convenient cheap and drop you right off in the centre of Marseille. The marina is also
cheaper especially if you pay in cash and do not ask for a receipt if you know what I mean. Say
no more! The views across the water to Marseilles and the sunset are also beautiful!

As the Mistral dies down we make the short crossing to Marseilles where we are given a warm
welcome and expert help docking at the CNTL Yacht Club. After feeding Manca with a few liters
of diesel we enjoy a first class very slow long lunch at the club.
Some brave sailors test their skills before the
Mistral ends.

MARSEILLES
Reefed yacht crosses the entrance to Marseilles
and a gull feeding frenzy!

Sailing into Marseilles under the massive walls.
The biggest danger today is not the pirates or
Saracens but the ferries. But to be fair they
seemed, unlike the Greeks, to obey the speed
limits is the harbor.

Our wonderful night in Marseilles was just to
the right at a very fine Yacht Club. Great
hospitality, location, price and food!

Exterior of modern Marseilles museum.

Beautiful wide expansive Marseilles Vieux Port
is well organized!

We also have some Dali time in Marseilles as the Mistral blows itself out the time seems to warp
with the waiting time holding us in suspension.

Dali has a way of messing with time. So does the Mistral!

Massive Cathedral towers over Marseilles. And the name is?

The triumphant Rue de Republique. Still proud
and fashionble.

Do the kids know about the enormous spider? Run!

Centre de Ville: City Hall

Citroen from the 50's still going well!

View from Manca at the CNTL Yacht Club

The French love their yachts: old and new! We watched the care of the restorer
while we had lunch.

Shopping is not that easy. We made a fairly long trek to Monoprix with the cart. Staggered back
with a few supplies, beer, wine, milk, juice, water: all the heavy stuff.
The next morning we are to an early start. A great sail with North wind off the shore and a flat
sea as we head west along the coast for Port de Gardian. The forecast is way off. It is supposed
be 8-10. It quickly builds to 18 -20 as we hastily strap on the safety harnesses.

PORT DU GARDIAN SAINTES MARIES
Arriving in Porto de Gardian we are confronted with a shallow silting entrance and the problem
of threading Manca between steel posts without much help from the satff. Unlike the wooden
post in Venice these nasty brutes are fixed way too firmly in the mud: crunch! And of course
they are set up across wind to the prevailing NW. It was not fun watching the next boat toarrive
after us to encounter the same crunching sounds.

The warning signe set the flavour for the evening jaunt to Saintes Maries

The evening in Saintes Maries was however a lot of fun with a climb on the fortress church, jazz
to help the beer go down and fantastic cuisine washed down with tasty white wine. The wild
horses of the Carmargue, the bull fighting and the May gypsies’ pilgrimage all make this town
pretty exotic. On the way back we enjoy a ride on the carrousel… a bit easier than the wild
horses and the upwind bash awaiting us next day!

The region is home to the wild horses!

My steak was good as well!

The massive walls were built to provide
protection against the Saracens and other
pirates. You can pay a couple of Euros and walk
the roof and the ramparts.

Great jazz and cold beer! Super town!

Local food and wine was amazing. Tuna perfect

Can you count the horses? Yes, I did enjoy the
ride!

A fortified church to provide protection for the
citizens.

We are lucky the next morning as the wind is out of the North so we can sneak out between the
steel posts without a crunch making a slow tight right turn before we hit the breakwater then
creeping over the sandbar with the depth sounder going off.

CAP DE AGDE
However, the wind supposed to be NW is a solid west. The waves are short choppy and right on
the bow. The 42 miles turns into a long slog around the Gulf de Lion coast to Cap De Agde. We
arrive totally pooped. However we are now well positioned to enjoy off wind sailing for coasting
the Gulf de Lion the most treacherous waters in the Med.
The fort guards the entrance to Cap D'Agde

CANET DE ROUSSILLON
After a day of recovery we are ready to tackle the next leg to Canet de Rousillon. This turn into
one of the best sails of the season with a strong breeze and the wind off the shore we sail right
on course at speed and comfort. After leaving at 0800 we have completed the 42 miles and are
all tied up by 1400!
This was not a good day. We found all my
engine spares soaked in fresh water. At least
Manca was not sinking! Still can’t find the leak.

The fuel dock and reception dock!

EL ESTARTIT
On October 31 we leave France for Spain hoping to avoid problems around the dreaded Capo
Creus. The advice was to stand off by 5 miles and this we did! Even so as we slide by and gybed
for El Estartit eh wind increased. We put in a deep reef to slow down to 9 knots. Waves and
wind hurtle Manca into Estarti. We completed the 52 miles from 1730-1500. I am greatly
relieved that we have coasted the notorious Gulf de Lion safely, in comfort and speed. We will
have to watch the Costa Brava but we should be safe now for the remaining shorter hops to
Barcelona. The only downside: Estartit cost a whopping 102 Euros a night. Tomorrow,
September 1st the price will drop to off season half price!

The dreaded Capo Reus renowned for storm
force winds!

A small X yacht scoots along behind us surfing in
very big troughs and waves. We had occasional
bursts to 9 knots.

PALAMOS
Palamos is just around the corner! A safe haven!

The Costa Brava has great views and waves!

Palamos cuts the distance along the Costa Brava to Barcelona by 16 miles so we enjoy a lazy
morning; later putting into Palamos by 1500 completing the sail in 2.5 hours.

We enjoyed a fast downwind sail!

Sunrise over Palamos. It is a fishing harbor,
commercial and marina combined.

Palamos fish boat returns at sunrise.

Leaving Palamos at sunrise!

EL MASNOU, BARCELONA
We plan to cut a day off Leg 9 by sailing straight on to Masnou. This will give crew two days in
Barcelona to do some sightseeing. After an early start we sail by a lot of fish boats based in
Palamos. We enjoy beautiful bays, hills, mountains, mansions, castles and forts along the coast!

The Costa Brava is very beautiful.

Cleaning the catch. Costa Brava.

Lighthouse and castle remains.

Many fish boats on Costa Brava

Traditional skiff

Masnou ahead. Leg 9 is over!

Masnou Marina - the end of Leg 9. Great to see
such an active sailing school.

By 1500 we are given a friendly Spanish welcome in Masnou.
Leg 9 is done! Manca has carried your skipper and 17 amazing crew from 9 different countries in
safety and comfort for over 2792 miles from Marmaris, Turkey to five countries: Greece, Croatia,
Italy, France (with Corsica) and Spain. Many thanks to the wonderful crews for an unforgettable
season!
Thanks also to Miran for keeping the website going!
While ARC 2013 has been cancelled, there is a good chance, with the right crew; Manca may see
the far west side of the Atlantic in 2014. Interested sailors can apply!

September 5, 2013
El Masnou, Spain.

